Engineer Tennis Team Loses To Brown, Crimson Squad

On Saturday, April 10, M.I.T.'s Engineer Tennis Team lost a hard-fought match to Brown University 3-4. This somewhat unusual score resulted when the doubles match between Ed Mathewson and Walt Reckett of Tech and Corazon and Ambrook of Brown was finally called at 5:09 p.m. when the score stood tied 10-10 in the third set. In the other doubles matches, Gunther Balls and Ricardo Haegler, M.I.T., lost to Bigo and King, Brown, 6-4, 6-4, and John Malvas and Gill Mar, Tech, lost again to Krannert, Brown, 7-6, 6-2.

In the singles matches, Gill Mar of M.I.T. lost to Bigo of Brown, 7-5, 6-4. Tech's Wall, Beckett, beat Brown's Kramer 6-4, 6-7, 6-8. Brown's Brown beat Gunther Balls of M.I.T., 4-6, 6-3, 6-4. Ricardo Haegler, Tech, lost to Richmond, Brown, 8-6, 7-6. Brown's Corazon beat M.I.T.'s John Malvas 4-6, 6-1, 6-3. In the final singles match Al Reynolds of Tech beat Ben Back of Harvard, 6-0, 6-2.

In the singles matches, Gil Mar of M.I.T., then yielded to the powerful service of Art French of the Crimson, 6-4, 6-2. Then Dave Walter of the strong Harvard squad beat the Beavers' Bruce Bratt 6-3, 6-2. In the last two singles matches of the day the Crimson's Gene Mann and Don Reemtsen completed the conquest of the outmanned Tech team by defeating Al Reynolds and Martin Hoppenfeldt 6-4, 6-8, and 6-1, 6-4, respectively.

Doubles

The doubles, Stone and King of the visitors outplayed Ricardo Haegler and Gunther Balls in straight sets, 6-1, 6-1. The second doubles match saw Spencer and Goodman of Harvard outscore their visitors' Gill Mar and John Malvas, 7-6, 7-6. The final match saw a close contest between the Crimson Wall Beckett and Al Reynolds and the Crimson's Trinh-Tchan and Harrison. The latter two scored a three-set victory by the scores of 7-6, 3-6, 6-4. In the last doubles match Mann and Mayers beat Mayor McColl of the Beavers, 6-4, 6-2. In the doubles, the duo composed of Wall and Crouch of Harvard defeated Galvin and DeBeek of the visitors 6-4, 6-2, 6-3. Mayers and DeBeek of the winners also won against John Peters and Peter Affeld of Tech, 6-3, 6-3. In the day's final match Mancinelli and Ansuy of the Crimson froth oversaw Klenner Cramer and Mal McColl of the home teams, 6-3, 6-0.

Meanwhile. defeated Tech 11-7 on Wednesday afternoon in what may call a gifted game. The majority of the opponent's runs were a result of errors and walks. The Beavers led 4-1 in the fourth inning but N. K. pushed over six runs on one hit in the second part of the frame. Bill Temple started but was relieved in the fourth inning by the Beavers who in turn were replaced at the mound by Skeen in the seventh. Bill Hoppenfeldt and Ben Back had two close chances to lead their team in that department. Tech will try to improve on their defense when they meet Tufts at home Thursday, April 12.

In the singles, the visitor's Stone and King of the visitors outplayed Ricardo Haegler and Gunther Balls in straight sets, 6-1, 6-1. The second doubles match saw Spencer and Goodman of Harvard outscore their visitors' Gill Mar and John Malvas, 7-6, 7-6. The final match saw a close contest between the Crimson Wall Beckett and Al Reynolds and the Crimson's Trinh-Tchan and Harrison. The latter two scored a three-set victory by the scores of 7-6, 3-6, 6-4. In the last doubles match Mann and Mayers beat Mayor McColl of the Beavers, 6-4, 6-2. In the doubles, the duo composed of Wall and Crouch of Harvard defeated Galvin and DeBeek of the visitors 6-4, 6-2, 6-3. Mayers and DeBeek of the winners also won against John Peters and Peter Affeld of Tech, 6-3, 6-3. In the day's final match Mancinelli and Ansuy of the Crimson froth oversaw Klenner Cramer and Mal McColl of the home teams, 6-3, 6-0.

Perspective on the Digital Age

Bell Telephone Systems vision of the digital age is one where people will have access to a wide range of communication services, including voice, video, and data transmission. The company aims to provide a seamless user experience that allows for easier communication and collaboration. To achieve this, Bell Telephone has been investing in technologies such as optical fibre, broadband, and cloud computing. These investments are part of its strategy to offer customers a more flexible and efficient way to communicate and access information. Bell Telephone's focus on digitisation is driven by the increasing demand for digital services and the need to stay competitive in an ever-evolving market. The company's commitment to innovation and customer satisfaction is evident in its continuous efforts to enhance its infrastructure and services, ensuring that it remains at the forefront of technological advancements. Through the integration of advanced technologies, Bell Telephone aims to deliver high-quality, reliable services that meet the evolving needs of its customers. This approach is crucial in today's fast-paced digital landscape, where staying connected has become more important than ever.